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Bizz and Buzz are two bees who want to make honey buns. So, they ask their friend Bear for his
recipe. Although the directions seem simple, Bizz and Buzz make mistake after mistake, like
finding a little flower instead of adding a little flour. What will bee-come of the honey buns?Bizz
and Buzz Make Honey Buns covers the concepts Friendship and Problem Solving.

About the AuthorDee Leone has written several reproducible books for the educational market,
covering themes such as science, language arts, and holidays. In addition, many of her stories,
poems, plays, and activity puzzles have appeared in children's magazines. Dee taught at the
elementary level in several states and was also a gifted program aide. She is married and has
two daughters. The author enjoys writing fiction, non-fiction, and silly verse. Her interests include
amateur photography, traveling, and scrapbooking. Her cooking expertise, however, only
extends about as far as that of her zany little bee characters, Bizz and Buzz. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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To Joe, Rachelle, and Brandy,for putting up with my cooking all these years—DLTo Pauline &
David—MGROSSET & DUNLAPPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) LLC,
375 Hudson Street, New York, New York 10014, USAUSA | Canada | UK | Ireland | Australia |
New Zealand | India | South Africa | Chinapenguin.comA Penguin Random House
CompanyPenguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse
voices,promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an
authorizededition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing,
scanning,or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are supportingwriters
and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.Text copyright © 2014 by
Dee Leone. Illustrations copyright© 2014 by Penguin Group (USA) LLC. All rights reserved.
Publishedby Grosset & Dunlap, a division of Penguin Young Readers Group,345 Hudson Street,
New York, New York 10014. GROSSET & DUNLAPis a trademark of Penguin Group (USA)
LLC.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available.

Bizz and Buzz were best friends.

They played together.

They sang together.And they ate together.
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Patti Greene, “Adorable!. Bizz and Buzz is an adorable book about two bees who find a way to
make honey buns in their own SPECIAL WAY! Boys and girls alike will love watching these
energetic bees buzz around the neighborhood. As for parents and grandparents, it is the perfect
length for those cozy bedtime stories. And for teachers and homeschool parents, it is an
educational core concept book with absolutely fabulous illustrations. I am really hoping there will
be a series of more Bizz and Buzz adventures!”

Petal, “SUCH a fun book for adults and kids. This is a great story for kids and adults. Adults and
older kids will love the wordplay and the younger kids will love the bees and the messes they get
into trying to figure out how to make those darn honey buns! The illustrations are very cute too.”

EMags9901, “My kids love this book. My kids love this book! Last year, my daughter's
elementary school held a storybook character parade, and my daughter dressed up as one of
the bees from this book. It's such a cute story!”

Katie, “Very cute book - the kids love it!. Bizz and Buzz are like Amelia Bedelia in bee form. They
ask for a recipe from their friend, and do what he tells them, starting off by finding a little flower.
Then the silliness continues from there. The way they knead all the ingredients together is a
hoot! The illustrations are great too - the kids giggle at the expressions on the bees' faces and
have fun pointing out the other animal friends.”

West, “Adorable. Great bedtime story!. This is ridiculously cute. Kids keep asking me to read it
over and over. The illustrations go perfectly with the words, and the plot is clever and creative. A
lot of picture books get tiring after you read them a couple times, but this one holds up its
entertainment value. Highly recommend it!”

MrsB4ever, “Five Stars. A wonderful book!”

CL, “Cute Story About Mistakes. Bizz and Buzz are two adorable bees. One day bear gives them
some yummy honey buns. Wanting to make it by themselves, they follow the instructions. Well,
at least they think they are following the instructions. When they finish baking there were a lot of
mistakes along the way.Through reading this book, here are some of the skill the kids picked up
along the way.1. How to follow instructions2. The importnace of asking questions3.
Understanding how similar words can change what we meanI found this book to be both funny
and educational. As we were reading the book, we paused and had some amazing
conversations with the kids. Through reading a fun story, the kids were able to take so much
away from it.I love sharing quality books that are funny, silly, and offer endless learning
opportunities.I received this book in exchange for an honest review. All opinions are mine and



were in no way influenced by outside sources. I am a professional blogger at Little Lady Plays.”

Pat Miller, “A friendship sweeter than honey buns. Bizz and Buzz discover honey buns as Bear's
guests. when they want to make more, Bear obliges by sharing his recipe. As Bear directs them
to get a little flour, they think hard, have a chat, and then search for the appropriately sized
flower. They find a buttercup, and learn that they must next add water. When a brief shower wets
their buttercup, they figure that counts. Adding butter stumps them for a minute, until they decide
that a buttercup must already have butter inside. The surprise ending is deliciously satisfying.
The earnest innocence and determined teamwork of these two busy bees will make this a
popular book for rereading. Fans of Amelia Bedelia will love this book based on misunderstood
homophones. Book trailer at [...]”

The book by Dee Leone has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 24 people have provided feedback.
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